<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 001.2 B73SC</td>
<td>Scholarship in the digital age : information, infrastructure, and the Internet / Christine L. Borgman.</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 005.57 G88KO2</td>
<td>The GroupWise powerguide / Erno de Korte.</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 005.57 G88RA</td>
<td>Novell Groupwise 7 user's handbook / Eric Raff.</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 025.524 G769II</td>
<td>Information literacy instruction : theory and practice / Esther S. Grassian and Joan R. Kaplowitz.</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 027.62 B846SIA</td>
<td>Student learning in the information age / Patricia Senn Breivik.</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 234.2 I61WLK</td>
<td>Integrating faith and academic discipline : selected H.I. Hester Lectures / edited by Arthur L. Walker, Jr.</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 261.55 R888EXT</td>
<td>Experimenting with truth : the fusion of religion with technology needed for humanity's survival / Rustum Roy.</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 343.7309 H392CC</td>
<td>Computer and Internet use on campus : a legal guide to issues of intellectual property, free speech, and privacy / Constance S. Hawke.</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 346.7304 H699CC</td>
<td>Copyright in cyberspace : questions and answers for librarians / Gretchen McCord Hoffmann.</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 370 V4380L</td>
<td>On teaching and learning : putting the principles and practices of dialogue education into action / Jane Vella ; foreword by Joanna Ashworth.</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC DEV 370.1523 G617LPS</td>
<td>Learning patterns and temperament styles / by Keith Golay.</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: The recognition and evaluation of teaching, by Kenneth E. Eble.

Title: Christian liberal arts: an education that goes beyond / V. James Mannoia, Jr.

Title: The evaluation of teaching college English / Richard L. Larson.

Title: On teaching in a Christian college.

Title: Teaching at its best: a research-based resource for college instructors / Linda B. Nilson.

Title: Teaching as though students mattered / Joseph Katz, editor.

Title: Teacher in America, by Jacques Barzun.


Title: The virtual student: a profile and guide to working with online learners / Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt.

Title: Lessons from the cyberspace classroom: the realities of online teaching / Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt.

Title: Teaching for change: fostering transformative learning in the classroom / Edward W. Taylor, editor.

Title: Should God get tenure? : essays on religion and higher education / edited by David W. Gill.

Title: Educating the reflective practitioner: toward a new design for teaching and learning in the professions / Donald A. Schön.

Title: Professors as teachers [by] Kenneth E. Eble.

Title: The wired professor: a guide to incorporating the World Wide Web in college instruction / Anne B. Keating with Joseph Hargitai.

Title: Teaching online: a practical guide, 2nd ed, 2008 / Susan Ko, Steve Rossen.

Title: What the best college teachers do / Ken Bain.

Title: Collaborative learning techniques: a handbook for college faculty / Elizabeth F. Barkley, K. Patricia Cross, and Claire Howell Major.

Title: Student engagement techniques: a handbook for college faculty / Elizabeth F. Barkley.

Title: Effective teaching with technology in higher education: foundations for success / A.W. (Tony) Bates, Gary Poole.

Title: Advice for new faculty members: nihil nimus / Robert Boice.

Title: Discussion as a way of teaching: tools and techniques for democratic classrooms / Stephen D. Brookfield, Stephen Preskill.

Title: The essential college professor: a practical guide to an academic career / Jeffrey L. Buller.

Title: Disciplinary styles in the scholarship of teaching and learning: exploring common ground / Mary Taylor Huber and Sherwyn P. Morreale, editors.
FAC DEV 378.12 G98OP 2009
Title: Optimizing teaching and learning: practicing pedagogical research / Regan A. R. Gurung and Beth M. Schwartz.

FAC DEV 378.12 H789CO 1980
Title: College teaching today: a handbook for postsecondary instruction / Kenneth H. Hoover.

FAC DEV 378.12 H87AD 2005
Title: The advancement of learning: building the teaching commons / Mary Taylor Huber, Pat Hutchings; foreword by Lee S. Shulman.

FAC DEV 378.12 H87LE 2000
Title: Learner-centered assessment on college campuses: shifting the focus from teaching to learning / Mary E. Huba, Jann E. Freed.

FAC DEV 378.12 I34CLE 1967
Title: Improving college teaching, edited by Calvin B.T. Lee.

FAC DEV 378.12 K31EN 2007
Title: Enhancing university teaching: lessons from research into award-winning teachers / David Kember with Carmel McNaught.

FAC DEV 378.12 L436TT 1999
Title: Thinking about teaching and learning: developing habits of learning with first year college and university students / Robert Leamnson.

FAC DEV 378.12 L43SM 2004
Title: Learning communities: reforming undergraduate education / Barbara Leigh Smith ... [et al.].

FAC DEV 378.12 L49C 1958
Title: The Christian teacher / Perry D. LeFevre

FAC DEV 378.12 L72LE2 2009
Title: Learning and teaching in higher education: the reflective professional / Greg Light, Susanna Calkins, Roy Cox.

FAC DEV 378.12 M167TL 2005
Title: Leaving the lectern: cooperative learning and the critical first days of students working in groups / Dean A. McManus.

FAC DEV 378.12 N532CPB 1997
Title: New paradigms for college teaching / edited by Wm. E. Campbell, Karl A. Smith.
FAC DEV 378.12 S26IN                     2007
Title: Inquiry into the college classroom : a journey toward scholarly teaching / Paul Savory, Amy Nelson Burnett, Amy Goodburn.

FAC DEV 378.12 S368C                     1978
Title: Scholars who teach : the art of college teaching / Steven M. Cahn, editor.

FAC DEV 378.12 W422EL                    2006
Title: Enhancing scholarly work on teaching and learning : professional literature that makes a difference / Maryellen Weimer.

FAC DEV 378.12 W42IN                     2010
Title: Inspired college teaching : a career-long resource for professional growth / Maryellen Weimer.

FAC DEV 378.122 S464SUP                  1993
Title: Successful use of teaching portfolios / Peter Seldin and associates.

FAC DEV 378.125 B826FT                   1999
Title: Faculty misconduct in collegiate teaching / John M. Braxton and Alan E. Bayer.

FAC DEV 378.125 B87SK2                   2006
Title: The skillful teacher : on technique, trust, and responsiveness in the classroom / Stephen D. Brookfield.

FAC DEV 378.125 C874OIT                  1998
Title: On becoming an innovative university teacher : reflection in action / John Cowan.

FAC DEV 378.125 C951CR                   1996
Title: Classroom research : implementing the scholarship of teaching / K. Patricia Cross, Mimi Harris Steadman.

FAC DEV 378.125 D262BTL                  1993
Title: Better teaching, more learning : strategies for success in postsecondary settings / James R. Davis.

FAC DEV 378.125 E16AI                    1983
Title: The aims of college teaching / Kenneth E. Eble.

FAC DEV 378.125 E68ET                    1984
Title: The essence of good teaching / Stanford C. Ericksen.

FAC DEV 378.125 E96GU                    2009
Title: Exploring signature pedagogies : approaches to teaching disciplinary habits of mind / edited by Regan A.R. Gurung, Nancy L. Chick, and Aeron Haynie ; foreword by Tony Ciccone.
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FAC DEV 378.125 G448GOS 1992
Title: Good start: a guidebook for new faculty in liberal arts colleges / Gerald W. Gibson.

FAC DEV 378.125 K19TUP 1993
Title: Turning professors into teachers: a new approach to faculty development and student learning / Joseph Katz and Mildred Henry.

FAC DEV 378.125 M154TT 1999
Title: McKeachie's teaching tips: strategies, research, and theory for college and university teachers / Wilbert J. McKeachie; with chapters by Graham Gibbs ... [et al.].

FAC DEV 378.125 M613PR 1993
Title: Promoting active learning: strategies for the college classroom / Chet Meyers, Thomas B. Jones.

FAC DEV 378.125 S52CR 1999
Title: Creating learning communities: a practical guide to winning support, organizing for change, and implementing programs / Nancy S. Shapiro, Jodi H. Levine.

FAC DEV 378.125 T396N 1986
Title: Theory in the classroom / edited by Cary Nelson.

FAC DEV 378.125 T627PNE V.23 1982
Title: To improve the academy / edited by Sandra Chadwick-Blossey.

FAC DEV 378.13 L991TAA 2003
Title: Teaching college in an age of accountability / Richard E. Lyons, Meggin McIntosh, Marcella L. Kysilka.

FAC DEV 378.198 H857MGC 2003

FAC DEV 378.198 R643DE 2007
Title: Deeper learning in leadership: helping college students find the potential within / Dennis C. Roberts.

FAC DEV 378.199 D618DI 2007
Title: Diversity across the curriculum: a guide for faculty in higher education / edited by Jerome Branche, John W. Mullenix, Ellen R. Cohn.
FAC DEV Q 028.7071 B959TI  2003
Title: Teaching information literacy : 35 practical, standards-based exercises for college students / Joanna M. Burkhardt, Mary C. MacDonald, Andrée J. Rathemacher.

FAC DEV Q 378.12 E68TF  2006
Title: Teaching first-year college students / Bette LaSere Erickson, Calvin B. Peters, Diane Weltner Strommer.

FAC DEV Q 378.122 E23TPO  1991
Title: The teaching portfolio : capturing the scholarship in teaching / by Russell Edgerton, Patricia Hutchings, Kathleen Quinlan.

FAC DEV Q 378.125 C861HU  1998
Title: The course portfolio : how faculty can examine their teaching to advance practice and improve student learning / Pat Hutchings, editor.

FAC DEV Q 378.125 M836ST  1998
Title: More quick hits : successful strategies by award-winning teachers / edited by S. Holly Stocking ... [et al.]; with the editorial assistance of Karen Everdon, Angie Wu.

FAC DEV Q 378.1554 B662TAD  1999
Title: Teaching at a distance : a handbook for instructors / [authors: Mary Boaz ... [et al.]]

FAC DEV Q 378.1672 W24EF2  2010
Title: Effective grading : a tool for learning and assessment in college / Barbara E. Walvoord, Virginia Johnson Anderson.

FAC DEV Q 378.199 R53BL  2006
Title: Blueprint for learning : constructing college courses to facilitate, assess, and document learning / Laurie Richlin.